
As a member of the Open Data Project for Schools you will gain new insights into the pupils in
your school and help other school leaders do the same. Working together we can make a
difference for pupils everywhere.

A collaboration between with the Association of School and College Leaders (ASCL) and
askEddi, The Open Data Project is a secure platform for schools to share and compare the
data they already collect for the benefit of pupils. 

Open Data Project Members can use askEddi products alongside ASCL expertise to explore
previously unknown links and patterns in their school data. 

Data from school management systems is used in a secure, DPA/GDPR compliant way to
improve outcomes for pupils.
 

Delivered by
ASCL

Designed by
Schools

Powered by
askEddi

Forward thinking school leaders can access insights and gain understanding of school
performance and pupil progress with more effective data tracking and managed

intervention.

Join today!

MEMBERSH IP  OF  THE  OPEN  DATA  PROJECT  
FOR  SCHOOLS

HOW IT WORKS
Effective implementation of school improvement plans
Incremental improvements help to achieve goals and be more proactive
Simple dashboard makes it easy to analyse impact and outcomes  
See quickly and simply which pupils can improve
Track intervention and plan action
Unify process across schools to help in the most efficient way
Streamline recording and analysis to reduce administration workload
Automated sync with existing data held in school MIS, secure & GDPR compliant.

PROJECT GOALS
There are three core pillars that our project aims to address: 

ATTENDANCE If a child isn’t in school then they aren’t learning.

ATTAINMENT All children should have equal opportunity to achieve at school to the best of
their ability.

ATTITUDE/BEHAVIOUR Problems with attitude and wellbeing have the greatest impact on
attendance and attainment.

At the heart of our project we want school data to be about MORE THAN JUST ACCOUNTABILITY.



The next step for your school is to connect with our team at askEddi to link your MIS with our
secure data platform.

To join or discuss membership further or to book a free, no obligation demonstration please
email hello@opendataproject.org.uk

MEMBERSH IP  BENEF ITS

LITE MEMBERS

SIXINTOSEVEN
ATTENDANCE MATTERS
FOCUS GROUPS,
RESEARCH AND
BENCHMARKING

FEATURE STANDARD MEMBERS

Compare our membership options:

RESEARCH, PEER SUPPORT, COLLABORATION AND BENCHMARKING
(STANDARD MEMBERSHIPS ONLY)
The Open Data Project for Schools has been steered by school leaders like you. We have shaped the
data and reporting from their feedback. In the coming 12 months we will work with our members to
develop our dashboards to help families of schools identify common themes and pinch points, and
tackle both local and national issues.

ATTENDANCE MATTERS (STANDARD MEMBERSHIPS ONLY)
Attendance Matters is a straightforward, highly effective attendance analysis system that works
with your existing MIS. Using Attendance Matters as part of the Open Data Project will unify your
school’s attendance data reporting and intervention processes so your whole team can effectively
support pupils. This is more crucial than ever in tracking Covid-19 absences and issues.

Attendance Matters uses live data to show absences, trends and help predict problems before they
arise. Filter by year group, cohort or demographic (PP, SEN and so on) at the click of a button.

SIXINTOSEVEN (LITE AND STANDARD MEMBERSHIPS)
SixIntoSeven is a time-saving Year 6 into Year 7 transition data inititive developed with school
leaders in 2020, in response to Covid-19 school closures and the removal of SATs. Join us in
preparing for spring 2021 when even more teachers will share professional judgements on their Year
6 pupils to ensure they have the best possible start in Year 7.

Through the Open Data Project we are engaging with schools in a wider discussion about Year 6 to
Year 7 transition and how schools can best continue the child's learning journey when much time
has already been lost.

As part of the Open Data Project for Schools, you will join school leaders around the country
who want to work together, generate and test ideas, and use data for insight and evidence
into what works to improve opportunities for their pupils.

This has all been possible because school leaders like you govern the project alongside the
understanding and support of ASCL and the technical expertise of askEddi.

Annual Membership of the Open Data Project for Schools brings you 12 months of:


